FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

THE BOGUS U.S. SUPREME COURT:
‘3 Unconstitutional Justices?’

February 15, 2016 – The American Resistance Party asks this question:

Will the illegal alien that is squatting in the white house appoint the 3rd member of the Supreme Court?

This lying Muslim-Sodomite (aka who has refused to prove his US citizenship) has already nominated and placed two unqualified women on the Supreme Court. His two totally unconstitutional appointments have been Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan. If the Sodomite liar-in-chief is allowed to choose a third member of the US Supreme Court then 1/3 of the court will be filled with bogus justices.

This is the second time in history that a false U.S. President has chosen sham justices. The first time was in when Chester Arthur (1881) nominated Horace Gray and then in 1882 he nominated Samuel Blatchford. Arthur nominated David Josiah Brewer, to the Eighth Circuit Court (1884), who was later elevated to the Supreme Court (1889 by Benjamin Harrison).

Chester Arthur was unconstitutionally elected by the Republicans and then in 2009 the Democrats elected Barack Hussein Obama. Neither were NATURAL BORN CITIZENS as mandated by Article II of the U.S. Constitution.

Currently the Republican Party have had 4 non-natural born citizens running for POTUS 2016: Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, Rick Santorum, and Bobby Jindal. In past elections the Republicans unconstitutionally ran ineligible Mitt Romney and John McCain.

Currently the Democrats are illegally running Bernie Sanders in California. In California, the Election Code demand the candidate must be a registered member of the party for ONE YEAR prior to their running. Sanders is an INDEPENDENT not a DEMOCRAT! He is NOT qualified to run in the Democrat Party.

##

If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at: ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.)

Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.